CALL FOR CURATORS

Music | Dance | Theatre

Send your updated and detailed profile on info@abhivyaktiart.org before July 3rd 2021

This will be a contractual position limited to Edition 4.

REQUIREMENTS

- Responsible for communicating the idea, structure, and process of Abhivyakti to the artist fraternity.
- Sourcing artists and inviting applications for participation on behalf of Abhivyakti and helping applicants articulate proposals of their art idea, concept or project.
- Scrutinizing ideas and concepts for Mentor reviews that seem promising and have the calibre to transform into a developed and matured performance for the 4th Edition.
- Arranging review sessions on a periodic basis and assisting in selecting the final acts.
- Working with artists to help them develop new concepts based on suggestions given by Mentors.
- Organizing master classes to review all the work at regular intervals.
- Help chosen artists identify and source technical requirements.
- Communicate technical requirements to the Administrative team in advance.
- Be available and present throughout the events to monitor the acts and exhibitions.
- Ability to communicate (written and oral) and be able to work in teams.
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